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CCRQPurchase

CCRQPurchase is a QuickBooks Compatible
Software application that works directly with
your QuickBooks® invoice data to provide
additional features for purchase orders, such as
sorting of purchase order details, calculating
rates or quantities based on custom fields,
totaling the weight of items in a purchase order,
and totaling the quantity of items in a purchase
order.
CCRQPurchase will work with the US edition
of QuickBooks® Pro or Premier, 2006 version or later, or QuickBooks® Enterprise
version 6.0 or later. It works closely with QuickBooks® data files without having to
synchronize your data with an external application. When you first install the
application on a computer it will allow you to access all features on a trial basis – for
30 days. After that trial period you can license the program for a very low fee.
Computer Consulting Resources is a Silver Developer member of the Intuit
Developer Network, specializing in developing software products that work closely
with your QuickBooks® data files. CCRQPurchase is based on our long experience
(over 25 years) of working with accounting and inventory software for small
businesses.
Copyright © 2007-2008 Computer Consulting Resources. All rights reserved. Revised 2/20/2008.
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Installing CCRQPurchase

Operating Requirements
CCRQPurchase requires the following:.
•

QuickBooks Version: You must have an appropriate version of
QuickBooks® installed on each computer workstation that will be
running this application. The required versions are listed below.

•

Microsoft Windows: This program has been tested with Microsoft
Windows XP Pro and Windows Vista. Vista is only supported with a
2007 or later version of QuickBooks. It should be compatible with
Windows 2000, but it has not been tested with that.

•

Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0: If you have a 2008 (or later) US
version of QuickBooks this should already be installed on your
computer, as QuickBooks requires it. If you do not have this installed
already our installer will install that for you.

•

Computer Display Resolution: Your computer should have a display
resolution of at least 800 X 600 (if you are running QuickBooks you
have this, or better).

QuickBooks Version
This program will work with the following versions of QuickBooks®:
•

The US version of QuickBooks Pro and Premier 2006 or later.

•

The US version of QuickBooks Enterprise 6.0 or later.

Non-US versions are not supported.

Installing the Application
Quick Setup Instructions
Installing the application involves several steps.
1.

Program Installation: You must install QuickBooks® on your computer
prior to installing this application.
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Run the Setup program to install the application on your computer. Please
install the program in a local directory on your workstation.
2.

Company Setup: Start QuickBooks® and open your company file as the
administrator, in single user mode. Run the application (found in the
Computer Consulting Resources folder of the Windows Program menu).
You will be asked for a location to save a parameter file – choose the
location where your data file resides. QuickBooks® will ask you if it is OK
for this application to access your data – say “Yes, whenever this
QuickBooks company file is open”.

3.

Registration: When you first install the application it will run in a trial
mode, which will allow you to use the application at no charge for up to 30
days. You can select “Don’t Register” to start with (you can register the
application later). If you purchase the full program you will need to activate
it by entering a registration code that we will provide to you.

4.

Program Preferences: There are several preferences that you must set up
in this application – an “installation wizard” will take you through each
step.

5.

QuickBooks® Setup: There may be several steps that you must take to
prepare QuickBooks® to enable it to use the program features.

Program Installation
Prior to installing this application you must install QuickBooks on the computer
workstation that you wish to use.
Run the Setup program that you have been provided (either through a download
from our web site, or on a CD). The setup program will lead you through the simple
steps necessary. Please note the following:
•

You should install the program while logged in as the
“administrative user” of your computer system.

•

The installation program requires that you have the “Microsoft
.NET Framework version 2.0” installed on your computer. If you
have installed a 2008 (or later) US version of QuickBooks then this has
already been taken care of (QuickBooks will install it for you). If you
have an older version of QuickBooks you may need to install it (the
installation program will tell you if you need it or not).
You may need to reboot your computer after installing the .NET
Framework.

•

Please install this application in it’s own subdirectory – it is best to
not install CCRQ to the same directory as other applications.

•

Install the application on your local disk drive – don’t install this to
a shared network drive, or a mapped drive. The application should be
run from a local drive to avoid security warnings.

Company Setup
You need to perform a “company setup” procedure for each QuickBooks® company
data file that you are going to work with. QuickBooks® won’t allow an outside
application to access your company data without you giving explicit approval, as a
security measure. This is a good thing! Applications cannot get to your information
without you knowing what is going on.
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For this program to work with a particular QuickBooks® company file you need to
go through several steps.
1.

Start QuickBooks® and open the company file in single user mode:
You must have QuickBooks® running, in Single User mode, with the
company file open, and you must be logged in as the “administrative
user”. Single user mode is only required during this company setup
procedure.

2.

Start The Application: The application can be found in the Windows
program menu, usually in the Computer Consulting Resources folder.

3.

Specify a common location: If this is the first time that you have run
the application from this workstation, the application will open a
“wizard” that will lead you through some necessary steps.

The first question will be to ask you for a place to store some
“common” information. It is important that you select a location
that is accessible to all QuickBooks® users if you are running in a
multi-user environment.

The location where your QuickBooks® data files are stored is a good
choice. The default that is shown is where your version of
QuickBooks® would store the data files on your workstation.
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Note that you will see this one time for each computer workstation that you install
this program onto. It is important that you specify the same location from each
workstation.
4.

At this point the application will provide you with the standard opening
screen. The first time that you run the application for a QuickBooks®
company you should already have the company file open, so you
should click the Currently Open Company button.

5.

The first time that you run this application from any workstation the
following screen will appear, to remind you that you should be logged
in properly.

6.

QuickBooks Authorization: QuickBooks Compatible Software
applications are able to access QuickBooks information directly IF you
give it permission. The application will ask QuickBooks® for
authorization, and you will have to set the permission level.
When the application first accesses your QuickBooks company data (as
a part of the installation process), QuickBooks will open an
authorization screen similar to what is shown below. When an
Integrated Application first asks to access your QuickBooks company
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file the administrator must give that application permission to access
the data files.

Select the appropriate option:
o

No: If you select this, this application will not be allowed to access
this company’s files.

o

Yes, prompt each time: If you choose this option then every time
that you run the application the QuickBooks company must
already be open, and you will be asked if you want to allow access
at this time.

o

Yes, whenever this QuickBooks company file is open: With this
option the QuickBooks company must already be open and the
application will be allowed to access the file without prompting.

o

Yes, always; allow access even if QuickBooks is not running:
Selecting this will authorize the application to open this company
file every time, even if it isn’t already open.

The recommended approach is to select the third option, “whenever this
QuickBooks company file is open”. This provides you with simple
access, but retains your password control over file access. You have to
run QuickBooks and open the company file before you run our
application.
The last option provides the simplest access after you have set it up, but
is more complicated to set up, as will be explained in more detail later.
Click on the Continue button. Another window may open, asking you
to confirm your selection. Click Done to continue.
This is all that you need to do to authorize this application to access this
QuickBooks company.

Registration
When you install this application on a computer for the first time, it will be set up
with a “trial period”. You will have access to all features for a period of 30 days
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from the time that you install the application. This allows you to evaluate the
application to determine if it fits your needs.
The very first time that you run the application on a computer you will see a
Registration screen similar to the following:

If you have been provided with a serial number please enter your name, company
name, and serial number in the appropriate locations. Then press the Register key.
This will unlock the application for use on this computer.
If you do not have a serial number you can run the application for 30 days after
installation. Select Don’t Register, and a screen similar to the following will appear:

Click the Try button to continue as a trial application. Each time that you start the
application this screen will appear, until you enter a serial number.
If you have decided to purchase the application and have been provided with a serial
number, click the Register button on this screen, and you will be shown the
Registration screen.

Program Preferences
When you first run this application with a particular QuickBooks company file the
program will open an “Installation Wizard”, to take you through several steps
necessary to set up program preferences. If this does not happen automatically, you
can select Install New Company from the Files menu.
PLEASE NOTE: Many of these preferences depend on custom fields in
QuickBooks. There are limits to the number of custom fields, and you will not be
able to use ALL of the features listed here due to this limit.
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Extended Weight
This feature will automatically calculate the extended weight for each line in an
purchase order, as well as a total weight.

Select Install if you wish to use this feature. The following screen appears:

The Weight feature requires three custom fields:
•

Unit Weight: You will store the unit weight for the item in this field – it
will be a “custom field” in the Item List. The dropdown list will show
you the existing custom fields (if any) that you have defined for items.
If you have already defined one for the unit weight for items, select
that. If there is room to add another field (the limit in QuickBooks is
five custom fields in the item list) then the program will add the choice
“Unit Weight” to the list of fields. If you select this, and it hasn’t been
defined in QuickBooks already, the program will create it.
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•

Extended Weight: You won’t store information here – we need a place
to store the calculated extended weight. This is added to the item list –
select “Ext Weight” if it shows, rather than using one of your existing
fields.

•

Total Weight: This is the field to hold the total weight for the order.
This is added to the customer list. You can select an existing field, or
“TotalPOWeight”.

Calculated Rate
This is a special feature that is only used in special situations. In a purchase order
you have fields for quantity, rate and amount. Generally, QuickBooks will calculate
the amount as amount = rate X quantity.
With the Calculated Rate option CCRQPurchase will alter how this is handled. The
program will calculate a modified rate to use in the calculation. The item’s rate, from
the item list, can (optionally) be stored in a custom field (the “original rate”), the rate
of the detail line will changed by taking the original rate and multiplying it by the
value in another custom field of your choosing. The program saves the new
calculated rate as the rate for the detail line. Therefore, the calculation that is used
will be amount = (rate X custom field) X quantity.

To enable this calculation click on the Multiply option. You can then select two
custom fields (or create new custom fields). The Multiply by field is the one that will
hold the value to multiply by the original rate. If the field that you want to use isn’t
listed, type in a new name and the field will be created (there is a limit of five custom
fields in QuickBooks). Original Rate is a custom field that can store the initial rate if
you want to print it on the form. Note also that if you have an Original Rate with a
value in it that value is always used in future calculations. If you leave this field
blank then the original rate is not saved.
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If you wish to use all of the features in this program you may wish to leave the
Original Rate field blank – if you use all features AND you include this field you
will be told that you cannot add enough custom fields (due to limitations in
QuickBooks).

Calculated Quantity
Similar to the Calculated Rate – this allows you to base the quantity on values in
custom fields.

If you select the Difference option you will be able to enter two custom fields – the
Start and the End. The program will take the value found in the Start custom field,
subtract the value in the End custom field, and update the quantity field with that
value.
For example, you could have a field for Gross Weight and Tare Weight. If you have
a value of 100 in Gross Weight and a value of 40 in Tare Weight then the program
will change the quantity field to 60.
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Total Quantity
This feature is used to calculate the total quantity of certain items in an order.

Select Install if you wish to use this feature. The following screen appears:

The Total Quantity feature requires a custom field to hold the calculated quantity.
This will be a “custom field” in the customer list. You can pick an existing field from
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the list, or the option “TotalPOQuantity”. This last option will only show if there is
room to add it to the list of custom fields.

Sorting
This feature is used to sort the order of the details in an order.PLEASE NOTE that
if you use this feature you will not be able to use it at the same time as the calculated
quantity, calculated rate and total weight options.

Select Install if you wish to use this feature. The following screen appears:

You can select the field that you will normally sort on. Note that you can change
which field to sort on each time that you run the program – this is just setting up the
default value.
You can sort on any of the following:
•

Item ID: The item ID as entered in the detail line.

•

Line Description: The description of the detail line.

•

Quantity: The quantity of the item in the detail line.
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•

Custom Fields: You can sort by any custom field in the item list –
BUT that field must be included in the on-screen order template to be
included in the order.

Finishing

The program reminds you that if you are using the Total Quantity or Extended
Weight features you must modify your form templates.

QuickBooks® Setup
After you have run the installation wizard there may be some features to set up in
QuickBooks® itself. These changes cannot be done by the installation wizard.
If you wish to use the Extended Weight, Total Quantity or Quantity Calculation
features then you need to add the fields to your form template. The installation
program cannot do this for you.

Total Weight and Total Quantity Templates
It is important to note that weights will only be calculated for orders that use a
properly formatted template – and the template must be used when the order is
created. If you change the template after the order is created, the weights may not
calculate even if you have the fields in the form.
The sample uses
QuickBooks 2008 –
template editing is similar
with versions older than
2007

From the Create Purchase Orders screen in QuickBooks click on the Customize
button
in the upper right of the screen. You can either edit an existing template,
or create a new one. Click the Additional Customization button at the bottom of the
screen, then click on the Columns tab. You should see the custom fields you selected
for unit and extended weight as well as the calculated rate (if enabled) on the bottom
of the list. Unit Weight will represent the weight of one item, as you enter in the item
record. The Extended Weight is a place holder where CCRQPurchase will place the
extended weight for this invoice line. WeightRateField (the name may vary) is where
the original rate will be stored
To work with weights you must add both of the weight fields to the template, or
QuickBooks will not add them to the invoice detail record. Normally you would only
want the Ext Weight field to print on the invoice – the Unit Weight field is of no
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value. However, you must have the Unit Weight field on the form as it shows on the
screen for it to be added to the invoice detail record.
It is VERY IMPORTANT
that BOTH of these fields
have one or both of the
screen and print check
boxes marked

Check the screen and print boxes next to Ext Weight, enter a title such as “Ext
Weight”, change the order value to place this column in the location that you would
like it to appear, and click on OK. Check just the screen box next to Unit Weight, and
enter a title such as “Unit Weight”.

If you wish to have the total weight or total quantity on the purchase order, you must
also add these fields to the template. Select the Header tab. Place a check in the
Screen and Print boxes next to the TotalPOWeight and TotalPOQuantity fields. Give
the fields a title that is appropriate.
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You may receive a warning
about “overlapping fields”
– just click on “skip”

Click on Layout Designer. The Total Weight and Total Quantity fields and label can
be dragged to an appropriate place on the form, then click on OK to save the form,
and OK again to close the customization window.

Rate and Quantity Calculation Templates
It is important to note that calculations will only work for orders that use a properly
formatted template – and the template must be used when the order is created. If you
change the template after the order is created, the calculations might not take place
even if you have the fields in the form.
The sample uses
QuickBooks 2008 –
template editing is similar
with versions older than
2007
It is VERY IMPORTANT
that BOTH of these fields
have one or both of the
screen and print check
boxes marked

From the Create Purchase Orders screen in QuickBooks click on the Customize
button
in the upper right of the screen. You can either edit an existing template,
or create a new one. Click the Additional Customization button at the bottom of the
screen, then click on the Columns tab. You should see the custom fields you selected
for the calculations. In this example we are using:
•

Original Rate for the original rate.

•

Special Rate for the rate to multiply by the original rate.

•

Tare Weight for the beginning quantity calculation.

•

Gross Weight for the ending quantity calculation.

Check the screen and print boxes next to Original Rate, Tare Weight and Gross
Weight. Put a check mark just in the screen column for Special Weight. Change the
order value to place these columns in the location that you would like them to
appear, and click on OK.
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Ready to Go!
At this point you are ready to start working with the application.

Access Even If QuickBooks Is Not Running
This section describes an alternate way of handling the QuickBooks® authorization
process, which allows the application to run even if a copy of QuickBooks is not
actually running.
In the QuickBooks Authorization screen there are several options that you can
choose to control how QuickBooks will handle requests from outside applications for
access to company data. Most people will choose Yes, whenever this QuickBooks
company file is open – that will allow you to run the application any time that you
have the company file open in QuickBooks®.
Another option is allow access even if QuickBooks is not running. If you choose
this option then you don’t have to start QuickBooks first before running our
application. To ensure that your data is secure and protected from unauthorized
access by someone using your computer, we recommend that you take some
additional installation steps.
You should create a user specifically for this kind of access. With this approach the
application will automatically log in as this special user, and you can control access
to your company information. The example shown here is based on Premier, but the
process is essentially the same in Enterprise.
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1.

While logged in to the company as a QuickBooks administrator, select
Company and then Set Up Users.

2.

Click on Add User and follow the prompts to add a new user. You can
name this “ccr”, or any other user name that you wish.

3.

When you get to the screens that talk about Access permissions you
have a choice. If you say that this user will have access to all areas of
QuickBooks then you are assured that this program will be allowed to
access your files. You may decide that you want to place limits on this
user, however. If you do, please note that you must provide access to
certain features. The list of features depends on the plug-in program
that you are using (see the documentation for each plug-in for details).

4.

Now that you have established a special user, you need to set the
properties for this application to use that user. Select Edit from the
main menu, and then Preferences. Click on the Integrated Applications
icon at the left, and then select the Company Preferences tab. You
should see a screen similar to the following:

5.

Click on the application to highlight it, and then click on the Properties
button. Place a check on the Allow this application to read and modify
this company file option, and then place a check on the Allow this
application to login automatically option, as shown below.

QuickBooks Compatible Software CCRQPurchase

6.

In the Login as: dropdown box select the user that you added for this
application. Then click the OK button.
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Program Management

This chapter describes features that are common to all Computer Consulting
Resources applications.

Selecting a Company File
When you run the application (after performing all installation steps) you are
presented with the following screen:

•

Currently Open Company: If QuickBooks® is already running and
you have a company file open, select this option to use that company
file.

•

Select Company: If you do not have QuickBooks® running, and you
have set up the application to access your company data file even if
QuickBooks® is not running (as described in the Installation chapter),
click this button. You will be asked to select the company file to work
with.

•

Skip: This option will not open a company file. It allows you to run
any utility option on the main application menu.

•

Exit: Exits the program without accessing your company file.
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Main Menu

This is a typical main menu screen. Each application will be similar to this. There are
three menu items that are common to all Computer Consulting Resources
applications: File, Help and Widow.

File
Open Company File
Selecting this will close the currently open QuickBooks® company file, and open the
Open QuickBooks Company File window as shown above.

Install New Company
Some CCR applications have an “installation wizard” that will lead you through
several steps needed to set up a new company file to work with the application. This
menu option will start that wizard. Note that in some applications this will not be
available.

Help
About
This function displays the version of the program, as well as the name of the
registered user and serial number (if this program has been registered).

Contents
This opens the help file to the table of contents.
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Index
This opens the help file to the index.

Status
This option opens a window that displays a variety of information concerning the
registration status of your installed program, the QuickBooks company file that you
have open, and the locations of the various parameter files. If the information in a
particular line cannot be seen clearly just hold your mouse cursor over the field, and
the entire contents will be displayed.

If you scroll down through the list, two fields are of particular interest. The Common
Path setting shows the location that this workstation is using for the common
parameter file, which should be the same location for all workstations in a multi-user
situation. This is the location of the CCRQ.XML file, as described in the Technical
Information & Specifications chapter. The Local Path setting shows the location that
this workstation uses to hold local information that applies only to this workstation.
This is the location of the CCRQUSER.XML file as described in the Technical
Information & Specifications chapter.
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If you click on the Custom Fields button the program will open a dialog that shows
all custom fields that you have enabled in this QuickBooks company file.

Appearance
You can use this function to alter the appearance of the visual elements of the
program windows.
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If you check the Use Windows XP Theme box then the appearance of the program
windows are set by Windows itself (this is available only if you are using Windows
XP or Vista).
If you do not check the Windows XP Theme box then you can choose from one of
the other options listed.
These settings are set for each individual installation of the program.

Debugging
These options should only be selected at the direction of the Computer Consulting
Resources technical support staff. You can’t hurt anything, BUT if these are enabled
the program will perform much slower and could display a number of annoying
messages.

Window
The main application window serves as a container to hold the feature windows that
you will work with (in most cases). The Window menu option allows you to
reorganize the open function windows within the application window, to either
Cascade or Tile the windows.
Note that if you close the main application window it will close all of the feature
windows.
Normally the majority of the windows will open within the confines of the main
application window. This keeps some control over the many windows that can be
open. However, in some cases, you may want the ability to move the various
windows to different locations on your screen. This is particularly useful if you have
dual monitors – you can “park” some windows off on a side screen. To enable this
feature you should close all windows except the main one, and un-check the MDI
Enabled option in the Window menu.

Common Program Elements
At the bottom of most windows in a CCR application you will find a “status bar”.
This will contain buttons and other information that relate to the open window. The
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options that appear here will vary from one window to the next. We will describe
some of the common features.

Information
If you see the information icon
in the lower left corner you can click on it to see
a description of what the current window can do for you.

Tool Tips
If you hold the cursor over a feature of a window (such as a button or input box) and
wait a moment, you may see a popup explanation of the feature (called a “tool tip”).

Layout
If the Layout button shows in the window you have the ability to save any changes in
the window size that you make. You can drag a window to a convenient size and
then select Save Layout. The next time you run the application on this computer
workstation the window will display in the same size. Reset will cause the window
layout to revert to the standard size the next time you open this window. Note that
these changes are specific to the computer workstation that the application is running
on – the changes won’t affect other users
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If the window includes a “grid” the Save Layout button will save any changes you
make to the grid layout as well.

Activities
The Activities button will sometimes appear when the window includes a Grid.
Print Grid will open a Print Preview screen that shows the contents of the grid,
formatted the way the grid shows on the screen. This is a way to get a quick printout
of the grid contents.
Export to Excel will save the grid to an Excel spreadsheet (just data, no formulas).
Note that Microsoft Excel does NOT need to be installed on this computer
workstation for this export to work.
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Error Dialogs
There may be times when the program runs into an error that it cannot handle by
itself. There could be a problem with QuickBooks®, such as a company file not
being open, or a dialog window being open in QuickBooks® that prevents the CCRQ
program from proceeding. It could be a problem with the information in your
company file, or that you don’t have adequate permission levels to perform the
selected operation. It could be (gasp!) a programming problem with the CCRQ
application itself.
If an error occurs you will see an error dialog window similar to the following:

The message gives you a brief description of the problem, and in some cases some
cryptic information that has meaning to our technical support staff.
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You can click the Continue button to proceed – the program may tell you that it
cannot perform the required operation.
If you are confronted with an error dialog like this and the message does not describe
the problem clearly enough, you can contact our technical support department via
email at support@ccrsoftware.com. It would be very helpful if you can provide us
with a detailed description of the problem. To assist with this, click the Details
button to generate a detailed error report. This contains information that our support
staff will find very valuable.

If you click on the Save button this information will be saved in a PDF file named
“Error.pdf”, which can be found in the folder that is described on the screen. Locate
this file and attach it to an email message that you send to support@ccrsoftware.com.
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Working With CCRQPurchase

Working With The Program
CCRQPurchase is used to update purchase order records to provide features that are
not found in the QuickBooks program. This includes:
•

Updating Extended Weight.

•

Total Quantity Ordered.

•

Sort order details.

•

Calculating new item rates based on another field.

•

Calculating new order quantities based on other fields.

Each of these features may require additional installation steps before you first use
them, which are described in the installation section of this document. This
information is also discussed in the Preferences section of this manual.
After you have selected the QuickBooks company file to work with, the initial screen
will show:.
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Process will open a window that lets you process the purchase orders (sorting, totals,
etc.).
Preferences can be used to change the settings for the program, such as which
custom fields to use for various features.
File is used to select a different company file to work with (as explained in the
Program Management chapter).
Help lets you access the on line help file as well as make changes to the appearance
of the program, and set various operating parameters (as explained in the Program
Management chapter).
Window lets you change the way that the various windows are managed in the
program (as explained in the Program Management chapter).

Process
When you select Process from the main menu, the following screen is displayed.
Note that some features are “grayed out” and not available, depending on the options
you have chosen.
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Please note that you can set the default values for many of these options in the
Preferences menu option, as described later.
To summarize, you will perform the following steps to process your orders:
7.

Select Dates: Use this dropdown list to select the date range of orders
to work with. If you select “Custom” then you can enter a beginning
and ending date in the adjacent data pickers. THIS IS VERY
IMPORTANT – if you select “all” then the program may take a very
long time to load your orders into the working grid below. The more
selective you can be, the faster the program works.

8.

Load Orders: Click this button to get the orders from QuickBooks®.

9.

Order Grid: This is where the orders will be listed after you click
Load Orders. You can customize how this is displayed as described
below. You can select specific orders to process by clicking on them.
You can select multiple orders by using the shift and control keys while
clicking on orders.

10. Operations: Once you have loaded the orders you can select the
process to perform. If you have not enabled an option, it cannot be
selected. You can enable or disable selections in the Preferences
feature.
11. Process: After you have selected the operations to perform you can
start the program to work on the selected orders. Process All will
process all orders shown in the grid. Process Selected will process just
those orders that have been selected.
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12. Review: When processing is done a Result screen will print, listing the
orders that were processed and if there was a problem with a particular
order.

Order Grid
The Grid shows the orders that can be processed. You can alter the appearance of the
grid, as well as the window itself, and select the orders to process. Note that details
of how to work with a grid can be found in a later chapter.
Note that if you want to save the changes that you make to the appearance of the
grid, or the size of the window, you can select the Layout button in the lower left
corner of the screen, and select Save Layout. This will save the current settings of the
grid and window for the current user.

Grid Columns
You can modify the grid columns in several ways to fine tune it’s appearance:
•

You can resize the columns by clicking and dragging the column
separators in the column heading.

•

You can rearrange the order of the columns by clicking and dragging
the column heading to a new location.

•

You can sort the grid by any column, by clicking on the column
heading.

•

You can change the number of columns by right clicking on any
column heading and choosing Column chooser from the menu that
pops up. Details on using this can be found in the Grid chapter.

•

You can group the records by dragging a column heading to the
“header” bar.

Selecting Orders
To select an individual order, just click on the line that contains the order. It will be
highlighted.
To select a range of orders, click on the first order you want to select, hold the
SHIFT key down, and click on another order. Every order from the first to the last
will be selected.
To select multiple individual orders, click on the first to highlight it, hold the CTRL
key down and click on each of the other orders you wish to select. In the screen
below, the first and last orders have been selected in this manner.
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Once you have selected the orders that you want, check the boxes in the Operations
section to pick the operations that you want to perform (if an option is grayed out
then you have not enabled it in the Preferences function – note that if you change
preferences you must close this window before the preferences will take effect).
Click the Process All button (to process all orders listed) or the Process Selected
button (to process just those orders you have highlighted). The program will perform
the operations, and open a “results” window to show you what was done.

Extended Weight
QuickBooks does not provide any support for including the weight of the items you
are selling in the order. You can use custom fields to add a field for the unit weight of
an inventory item, but if you want the order to show the extended weight (the unit
weight multiplied by the quantity shipped), QuickBooks cannot help you. This is
where CCRQPurchase steps in.
This calculation will include the quantity of certain item types. You can choose the
types to work within the “General” section of the Preferences screen. You can work
with the following item types:
•

Inventory Part.

•

Non-Inventory Part.

•

Inventory Assembly.

•

Service

•

Other Charge

The preferences control both the Extended Weight and Total Quantity functions.
Only those items that you select will be included in the calculations. If you include
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(for example) Service items because you want them to be included in the total
quantity, but you don’t want them added to the total weight, just leave the unit
weight field empty or zero.
For Inventory Assembly items: You can enter a weight for an assembly – the
program will not calculate the weight based on the part list for this assembly.
For Group items: If you enter a unit weight for a Group item, that will be ignored.
The program will look at the items in the group and will calculate an extended
weight for each item. If the items are printed in the order, they will show their weight
values. If the items are hidden (not printed), the extended weight will not show for
the Group, but the weight will be added to the total weight for the order.
Other item types are ignored, even if you enter a unit weight for the item.

Add the Unit Weight
You must enter the unit weight for each inventory item using the custom field that
you defined for this purpose. When you are editing the inventory item, click on
custom fields and you will see the fields that have been defined.
Enter the correct unit weight in the appropriate Unit Weight field for each inventory
item that you wish to manage in this way. ENTER ONLY A NUMERIC VALUE –
do not enter the unit of measure (lbs, oz, etc.) in this field. If you use different units
of measure for weight for different items you will need to add another custom field
for this information, and add that to the order template.
There is no need to put a value in the Extended Weight field – it will be updated by
the program later. We need to have it here as a place holder.

Enter New Orders
As you enter new orders you must use the template that you have created that uses
the custom fields. When you enter a line on the order that uses an item that has a unit
weight, that weight is entered in the order line. Note that the Ext Weight value will be
blank.
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Process with CCRQPurchase
When you have a number of orders that you would like to print, run
CCRQPurchase. Select the orders that you would like to process.
As you can see from the screen shot below, the Total Weight field has been updated.
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Rate Calculation
This is a special feature that is only used in special situations. In a purchase order
you have fields for quantity, rate and amount. Generally, QuickBooks will calculate
the amount as amount = rate X quantity.
With the Calculated Rate option CCRQPurchase will alter how this is handled. The
program will calculate a modified rate to use in the calculation. The item’s rate, from
the item list, will optionally be stored in a custom field (the “original rate”), the rate
of the detail line will changed by taking the original rate and multiplying it by the
selected custom field for the item. The program saves the new calculated rate as the
rate for the detail line. Therefore, the calculation that is used will be amount = (rate
X custom field) X quantity.
PLEASE NOTE: If you do not specify a field for the original rate you should only
process an order ONE TIME. Without an original rate the program will always
multiply the custom field by the current rate. So if your custom field has a value of
“2” and the rate is “3”, the new rate will be “6”. If you process it again, the custom
field has a value of “2” and the rate is “6”, so the new rate will be “12”. If you
specify a field to hold the original rate then the first time you process the order the
program will store the rate (“3” in our example” in the original rate field. On
subsequent processes that original rate will be used in the calculations, so it will
always be based on “3”.

Add the Custom Value
You must enter the base value for each inventory item using the custom field that
you defined for this purpose, similar to what you did with the unit weight in the
description of the Extended Weight feature earlier.

Enter New Orders
As you enter new orders you must use the template that you have created that uses
the custom fields. When you enter a line on the order that uses an item that has a
value in the calculation field, that value is entered in the order line. In this example
we are using the unit weight field as the special field to multiply the rate by. For
example, in the first line, you see a rate from QuickBooks for the item, which is
535.00. You see a unit weight for the item of 40. The program should calculate a new
rate for that item of 21400.00.
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Process With CCRQPurchase
When you have a number of orders that you would like to print, run
CCRQPurchase. Select the orders that you would like to process.
As you can see from the screen shot below, the following occurred:
13. The rate from the item list (“10” for “Printer Paper”, for example) is
copied from the Rate column to the Original Rate column.
14. The Rate column is updated with a value that is the Original Rate
multiplied by the Unit Weight.
15. The Amount value is the new Rate multiplied by the Quantity.
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Quantity Calculation
There are times when you want to generate a quantity value that is calculated from
other fields. CCRQPurchase provides you with the ability to generate the quantity
based on the difference between two custom fields.
In our example we have set up two custom fields, which we have called Gross
Weight and Tare Weight. Essentially, the weight of the item and the weight of the
container of the item. We want CCRQPurchase to calculate the quantity as the
difference of these fields. We have set these custom fields in the preferences section
of the program (or, during installation).

Modify Template
As described before you will modify your purchase order template to add these two
fields. In the Additional Customization window for the PO template, select the
Columns tab. Scroll down until you find your two custom fields, and place a check in
the screen and print columns so that they are added to the form. Enter an appropriate
field description
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Create the PO
The following is a sample purchase order. Not that we have added the gross and tare
weight values. The Qty field has a value of “1”, but that is ignored.
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Process with CCRQPurchase
When you have a number of orders that you would like to print, run
CCRQPurchase.

16. Select the appropriate date range.
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17. Click Load Orders to display the orders.
18. Check the Quantity Calculation box. PLEASE NOTE that you should
not sort the order at the same time.
19. Select the orders that you want to work with (unless you want all
orders).
20. Click the appropriate Process button.

As you can see, the program calculated a new quantity and amount.

Total Quantity
QuickBooks does not provide a means to add the total of the quantity ordered
column to an order. CCRQPurchase can calculate this for you.
This total will include the quantity of certain item types. You can choose the types to
work within the “General” section of the Preferences screen. You can work with the
following item types:
•

Inventory Part.

•

Non-Inventory Part.

•

Inventory Assembly.

•

Service

•

Other Charge

The preferences control both the Extended Weight and Total Quantity functions.
Only those items that you select will be included in the calculations.
Group Items are controlled by a preference. Normally the program will total the
individual items within the group. However, if you select the Count Group as Whole
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preference, the total quantity will use the quantity of the group item, not the
quantities of the individual items in the group.

Enter New Orders
As you enter new orders you must use the template that has been defined. Only those
orders that you create with the new template will have this field added.

Process With CCRQPurchase
When you have a number of orders that you would like to print, run
CCRQPurchase. Select the orders that you would like to process.
When you return to QuickBooks you will see that the Quantity Ordered field has
been updated.

Sort Order Details
QuickBooks does not provide a way to easily rearrange the sequence of the detail
lines in an order. CCRQPurchase provides you with the ability to sort the details by
several fields.
USE THIS FEATURE CAREFULLY: Please note that there are a number of
cautions when using this feature:
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•

Comment lines, lines that are not associated with an item, will always
sort to the top of the order if you sort by Item ID .

•

Subtotals – the program will treat subtotals as “breaks” in the sorting
process. This splits the order into sections, based on the subtotal. It will
sort items within the subtotal groups. This is the only way that
QuickBooks can continue to process subtotals correctly.
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•

Discounts should always stay with the item that precedes it in the
order, but you should examine this after sorting.

•

Group items will be sorted properly, but items within a group will
usually not be sorted.

•

Subitems will be considered by their entire name. That is, if you have
an item “ABC” which is a subitem of “XYZ”, it will be sorted as
“XYZ:ABC”.

•

Items with a negative quantity will be treated as a positive quantity
if you are sorting by quantity. They won’t sort the way that you expect.

•

Processing may be slow: This feature works best if you work with a
small number of orders at a time. Due to the limitations on how
QuickBooks manages order details, the sorting process can be quite
involved and time consuming.

•

Multiple Users may create some problems if they are all working with
this same feature. This program works best if only one person is
working with it at a time. Note that you can have multiple users
accessing this information and sorting orders – but if two people load
orders on the screen at the same time, and then both try to sort the same
order, one of them will get an error message saying that there is a
problem. Note that the order information will not be damaged – the
only problem is that one of the users will see the error message and
won’t be able to work with that order. This shouldn’t be a problem, as
the order will be sorted properly.

•

Unit of Measure: If you are using the Unit of Measure feature of
QuickBooks, you may find that the sorting feature creates some
problems. If you have an order detail that is sold at a unit of measure
other than the base unit, sorting the order will reset the line item back
to the base unit. The quantities will be adjusted appropriately, but you
may not want these results.

•

Custom Fields: If you have custom fields set up other than the ones
used by this program, the information that was stored in those custom
fields will most likely be lost when the order is sorted.

Process with CCRQPurchase
After loading orders, click the Sort box and select the field to sort on from the dropdown box. Normally you will be doing an “Alpha” sort.
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You can sort by:
•

Item ID

•

Order line description

•

Order quantity

•

Any “custom field” that has been defined and is displayed on the order
template.

Normally you will want to do an “alpha” sort, but you can choose a “numeric” sort.
You should choose “numeric” if you are sorting on the order quantity. For other
fields, if you choose “numeric” but the field contains any value that is not a number,
that field will be sorted like it is the number zero (0).

Results
When processing is finished, a Result window will open, similar to the following:
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Each order will be listed for each process applied. So, if you sort and total the
quantity on an order, it will be listed twice with a result for each process.
You can sort this report in status or comment order by clicking on the column
headings, which makes it easier to find orders with a problem. You can either print
the report or save it to an Excel file if you need to save the results for later review.

Preferences
Use the Preferences function to enable the features of CCRQPurchase, and to set the
default values for the various features.
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•

The Quantity and Weight calculations
will apply only to the item list types that
you check here. Normally the program is
set to work just with Inventory Part,
Inventory Assembly and Non-Inventory
Part items. Some businesses would like
to work with Service items and Other
Charge items as well

•
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General
o

Default Date: Set the default value for the date selection.

o

Include Inventory Part in total/quantity: Select this to include this
item type in the total and quantity calculations.

o

Include Inventory Assembly in total/quantity: Select this to include
this item type in the total and quantity calculations.

o

Include Non-Inventory Part in total/quantity: Select this to include
this item type in the total and quantity calculations.

o

Include Service Item in total/quantity: Select this to include this
item type in the total and quantity calculations.

o

Include Other Charge in total/quantity: Select this to include this
item type in the total and quantity calculations.

o

Count Groups as Whole: If this is not checked, then the Total
Quantity feature will count the quantity of each item in a group. If
it is checked, the Total Quantity feature will ignore the
components of the group and just add the group quantity.

Weight
o

Enabled: This box must be checked to enable calculating the
weight on orders.

o

Unit Weight: Select the custom field to use for the Unit Weight
field.
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•

•

•

o

Extended Weight: Select the custom field to use for the Extended
Weight field.

o

Total Weight: Select the custom field to use for the Total Weight
field.

Calculations
o

Rate Calculation: Click the right hand column to open a window
that lets you select the Rate Calculation parameters (described
below).

o

Quantity Calculation: Click the right hand column to open a
window that lets you select the Quantity Calculation parameters
(described below)

Quantity
o

Enabled: This box must be checked to enable calculating the
quantity on orders.

o

Custom Field: Select the custom field to use for the Total Quantity
field.

Sorting
o

Enabled: This box must be checked to enable sorting of orders.

o

Field: Select the field that you normally will sort on. It can be a
custom field, or a number of other order detail fields.

o

Sort Numerically: Sort alphabetically or numerically? Check this
box if you want the default to be numerically. Normally you will
use alphabetically except for sorting by the quantity. If you select
numerically but a field has a non-numeric character, the field will
be considered to have a value of zero.

Calculated Rate
There are two settings for this preference, Normal and Multiply. If it is set to Normal
then the rate is not changed by the program (this feature is disabled). If it is set to
Multiply then the feature is enabled and the rate is calculated by multiplying the
original rate by the selected column.
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If you leave the Original Rate field blank the program will not save the original rate.

Calculated Quantity
There are two settings for this preference, Normal and Difference. If you select
Normal then the program will not alter the quantity (this feature is disabled). If you
select Difference then the program will update the quantity by the difference between
the start and end fields.
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Working With Grids

Grid View
Software by Computer Consulting Resources will often display information in a
Grid, which is similar to a spreadsheet in that it displays information in rows and
columns. Grids allow you to sort and filter the information presented, to make it
easier to view and find information. The Grid feature of our software provides you
with a number of ways to customize the view of the information to suit your needs.

Modifying the Grid View
There are a number of ways that you can alter now the orders are displayed in the
grid.
You can sort the Grid by any column shown. Just click on the title in the heading of
the column and the program will sort by that column. An arrow appears in the
column to show that it is sorted (click a second time to sort in reverse order). In the
sample below, the orders are sorted by customer.

If you hold the cursor over a column heading you will see a small mark appear next
to the heading. If you click on this it will open a window that will show a listing of
the values that are found in that column.
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If you select one of the options from that list, this will apply a “filter” to the grid,
showing only those items that match. In the sample below we have selected “Our
Truck” as the filter. Note that the filter value shows at the bottom of the grid – you
can click on the red “X” there to remove the filter.

You can group the orders based on the values of a column by dragging the column
header to the top portion of the grid.

You can rearrange and select the columns in the grid. Drag a column to the location
that you wish, to rearrange the order. You can also remove some of the columns (or
add others). Right click on the headers and select Column Chooser. A
“Customization” window appears – you can drag column headings to this window to
remove them, or drag them from the window to the grid to add them.
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Saving the Grid Layout
If you modify a grid layout and then exit the program, the next time that you run the
program the grid layout will revert to the normal setting.
You can save the grid layout as the “default” layout if the Layout menu shows in the
lower left of the program window. If this is visible, click Layout and then Save
Layout. The current layout is saved for this workstation and will be used the next
time you open this window.

You can also select Reset to set the layout back to the original setting.
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Technical Information &
Specifications

Operating Requirements
These requirements apply to the general CCRQ family of products. Individual
applications may have more restrictive requirements – please refer to the installation
section.
•

QuickBooks Version: This program works with the US version of
QuickBooks Pro and Premier, 2006 edition or later, and the US version
of QuickBooks Enterprise 6 or later. If you have an older edition
please contact us for information about compatibility.
Contact us for information on compatibility with Canadian versions of
QuickBooks.
Other Non-US versions are not supported

•

Microsoft Windows: This program has been tested with Microsoft
Windows XP Pro and Windows Vista. Vista is only supported with a
2007 or later version of QuickBooks. It should be compatible with
Windows 2000, but it has not been tested with that.

•

Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0: If you have a 2008 (or later) US
version of QuickBooks this should already be installed on your
computer, as QuickBooks requires it. If you do not have this installed
already our installer will install that for you.

•

Computer Display Resolution: Your computer should have a display
resolution of at least 800 X 600 (if you are running QuickBooks you
have this, or better).

Parameter Files
CCRQ (and it’s associated plug-in applications) maintains several XML based
parameter files to retain various preferences and settings. The locations of these
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parameter files may depend on the version of QuickBooks® that you are using, as
well as decisions that you make when installing the programs.
Note that these are simple text files, BUT we caution you to not edit them directly.
Improperly formatted changes could interfere with the proper operation of the
program.
The location of these parameter files can be found by selecting the Status option in
the Help menu, and scrolling down to the Paths section.

CCRQ.XML
This is the main CCRQ parameter file. When you run CCRQ for the first time the
program will ask you where to create this file. This should be stored in a location that
is accessible by ALL users in a multi-user system, as the information here should be
shared by all. This is the Common Path.
Typically you will place this file in the same location as the QuickBooks® company
data file. The program will suggest a location, but you can change this as you wish.
•

If you are using QuickBooks® 2007 (US) or later: The default
location will be “C:\Documents and Settings\All
Users\Documents\Intuit\QuickBooks\Company Files”

•

If you are using a version of QuickBooks® older than the 2007
release, or a non-US version: The default location will be
“C:\Program Files\Intuit”

CCRQUSER.XML
This parameter file contains information specific to a particular workstation. The file
is stored at C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Computer
Consulting Resources, typically. You will not have an option to select the location of
this file.
This will contain a reference to the location of the CCRQ.XML file, as well as
parameter information for any program window preferences that you save. This is
the Local Path.

Custom Fields
QuickBooks provides a facility for storing additional information in various records,
referred to as custom fields. There are two ways that custom fields can be
established in your company records – by explicitly creating them yourself, or by the
actions of a program that can create the fields that it needs.
This chapter describes how to set up custom fields manually.

Custom Fields In The Item List
You can create custom fields for records in the item list, which then are available for
transactions such as invoice details.
Note that there is a restriction on the number of custom fields that you can add to the
item list. This may be a problem for some users, if you have already used all of the
custom fields that are available. If you run into this problem, please contact the
Computer Consulting Resources technical support department.
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Select Item List from the Lists menu in QuickBooks. Double click on any inventory
item. From the Edit Item window, click on the custom fields. You will see a dialog
box similar to the following:

Click on define fields. You should see something like the following:

DO NOT change labels on
existing fields unless you
are CERTAIN that you are
not using them for another
purpose

It is possible that some of these fields will already have values set in them. Hopefully
you will have enough unused fields. If you do not have two unused fields, contact the
Computer Consulting Resources technical support department for assistance.

Put a check mark in the Use box by one of the unused fields, and enter a Label for
the field – the name that will be used to refer to this field. For example, “Unit
Weight”. If you are adding a field needed by a program, the spelling must be
precisely the same as the documentation lists.

Click on OK to save the field definitions.

Item List Custom Fields in Templates
Once you have defined a custom field in the Item List, you can now add this field as
a column in the detail section of a purchase order, invoice, sales order or estimate.
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When you enter information in the custom field in the item record, that information
is associated with the item record itself. When you create a detail line in an order that
uses this item record, that value serves as a default value for the custom column in
the order. You can change this value in the order, it does not change that value in the
item record itself. Note also that if you subsequently change the value of the custom
field in the item record, it does not change the value of that custom field in any
orders that already exist.
QuickBooks is very picky in how it treats custom fields – if you add the custom field
as a column in the order template after the order was created, that field will not
contain any information from the custom field in the associated item record.

Custom Fields In The Customer List
You can create custom fields for records in the customer list, which then are
available for transactions such as invoices. Select Customer: Job List from the Lists
menu in QuickBooks. Double-click on any customer. At the Edit Customer window
click on the Additional Info tab, and then click on the Define Fields button. You will
see a dialog box similar to the following:

DO NOT change labels on
existing fields unless you
are CERTAIN that you are
not using them for another
purpose

It is possible that some of these fields will already have values set in them. Hopefully
you will have enough unused fields. If you do not have two unused fields, contact the
Computer Consulting Resources technical support department for assistance.

Add a field label, and place a check in the Customers: Jobs column. If you are
adding a field needed by a program, the spelling must be precisely the same as the
documentation lists. We have added “Total Weight” in the example below.
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Click on OK to save the field definition. You will see the field on the screen for the
customer record.

Customer List Custom Fields in Templates
Once you have defined a custom field in the Customer List, you can now add this
field as a field in the main section of an invoice, sales order or estimate.
When you enter information in the custom field in the customer record, that
information is associated with the customer record itself. When you create an order
that uses this customer record that value serves as a default value for the custom field
in the order. You can change this value in the order, it does not change that value in
the customer record itself. Note also that if you subsequently change the value of the
custom field in the customer record, it does not change the value of that custom field
in any orders that already exist.
QuickBooks is very picky in how it treats custom fields – if you add the custom field
to the order template after the order was created, that field will not contain any
information from the custom field in the associated customer record.

Custom Fields In The Vendor List
You can also create custom fields in the vendor list, suitable for use in Purchase
Orders. The information here is essentially the same as what was shown in the
Customer List section above.

Displaying the Custom Fields
From the Help menu in this application, select Status, and then click the Custom
Fields button at the bottom. You will see a listing of the custom fields currently set
up in the currently open QuickBooks company file.
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Legal Notices

Copyright
© 2006 - 2008 Computer Consulting Resources. All rights reserved.
If this guide is distributed with software that includes an end user agreement, this
guide, as well as the software described in it, is furnished under license and may be
used or copied only in accordance with the terms of such license. Except as
permitted by any such license, no part of this guide may be reproduced, stored in a
retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical,
recording, or otherwise without the prior written permission of Computer Consulting
Resources. Please note that the content in this guide is protected under copyright law
even if it is not distributed with software that includes an end user license agreement.
The content of this guide is furnished for informational use only, is subject to change
without notice, and should not be construed as a commitment by Computer
Consulting Resources. Computer Consulting Resources assumes no responsibility or
liability for any errors or inaccuracies that may appear in the informational content
contained in this guide.
Computer Consulting Resources, 682 Equador Place, Davis, California, 95616, USA.

Trademark
The Computer Consulting Resources logo is a trademark of Computer Consulting
Resources in the United States and other countries. All other trademarks ar the
property of their respective owners.
QuickBooks is a registered trademark and service mark of Intuit Inc. in the United
States and other countries.
Microsoft, Windows, Vista and Windows XP are either registered trademarks or
trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.
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License
Computer Consulting Resources Software License
Agreement
21. Software is defined as the Computer Consulting Resources computer
program with which this Software License Agreement is included and
any updates or maintenance releases thereto. Do not use the Software
until you have carefully read the following Agreement. This Agreement
sets forth the terms and conditions for licensing of the Software from
Computer Consulting Resources to you, and installing and using the
Software indicates that you have read and understand this Agreement
and accept its terms and conditions.
22. When you first install the Software on an individual computer it will
run as a “trial version”. This will allow you to access all features for a
trial period that lasts approximately 30 days. At the end of this trial
period, if you have not acquired a registration code as explained below,
the Software will no longer allow you to access various features. By
your use of the trial version of the software you understand and agree
that after the trial period you may not be able to continue to access
and/or use the software unless you purchase the appropriate full version
of the Software.
23. At any time during or following the trial period you can activate your
license (as described in the on-line help guide) by purchasing the
product. Computer Consulting Resources will provide you with a
registration code that will unlock the features that you have paid for
without time limit. This registration code will work only on the
computer(s) that are authorized to use the program. Upon request we
will allow you to register the software on up to five (5) additional
computers that are within the limits of a Physical Address (Building)
hosting one company or other business entity. Each computer may
require a separate registration code.
The software is protected by the copyright laws of the U.S. and other countries, and
we retain all intellectual property rights in the software. You may not separately
publish, sell, market, distribute, lend, lease, rent, or sublicense the software.
However, this license is not to be construed as prohibiting or limiting any fair use
sanctioned by copyright law, such as permitted library and classroom usage.

Limited Warranty
24. We warrant that the software will provide the features and functions
generally described in the product specification on our website when
you purchased it and in the product documentation. Media on which the
Software is furnished, if any, will be free from defects in materials and
workmanship.
25. We have taken all reasonable steps to keep the software free of viruses,
spyware, "back door" entrances, or any other harmful code. We will not
track or collect any information about you, your data, or your use of the
software except as you specifically authorize. We will not intentionally
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deprive you of your ability to use any features of the software or access
to your data.
26. We do not warrant that the software or your ability to use it will be
uninterrupted or error-free. To the extent permitted by applicable law,
we disclaim any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose.

Limitations On Liability
27. If you are not 100% satisfied with this Software, your exclusive remedy
under the above limited warranty shall be, at our option, either a full
refund of the purchase price or correction of the defective software or
media. To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, we disclaim
all liability for indirect or consequential damages that arise under this
license agreement.

General Provisions
28. If any part of this agreement is found to be invalid or unenforceable,
the remaining terms will stay in effect. This agreement does not
prejudice the statutory rights of any party dealing as a consumer.
29. This agreement will be governed by the laws of the state of California.
30. This agreement does not supersede any express warranties we made to
you. Any modification to this agreement must be agreed to in writing
by both parties.
31. U.S. GOVERNMENT RESTRICTED RIGHTS. The Software is
Commercial Computer Software provided with RESTRICTED
RIGHTS under Federal Acquisition Regulations and agency
supplements to them. Use, duplication or disclosure by the U.S.
Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in subparagraph
(c)(1)(ii) of the Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software
clause at DFAR 255.227-7013 et. seq. or 252.211-7015, or
subparagraphs (a) through (d) of the Commercial Computer Software
Restricted Rights at FAR 52.227-19, as applicable, or similar clauses in
the NASA FAR Supplement. Contractor/manufacturer is Computer
Consulting Resources, 682 Equador Place, Davis, CA 95616
32. EXPORT CONTROLS. None of the Software, or underlying
information may be exported, directly or indirectly, without the prior
written consent, if required, by the office of Export Administration of
the United States, Department of Commerce, nor to any country to
which the U.S. has embargoed goods, to any person on the U.S.
Treasury Department's list of Specially Designated Nations or the U.S.
Commerce Department's Table of Denials. By consenting to this
License you warrant that you are not located in, under the control of, or
a national or resident of any such country or appear on any such list and
further warrant that you will not distribute the run-time version of the
Software to any entity that is located in, under the control of, or a
national or resident of any such country or appears on any such list.
Copyright © 2006-2008 Computer Consulting Resources. All rights reserved.
Computer Consulting Resources
682 Equador Place
Davis, CA 95616
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Computer Consulting Resources

Who We Are
Computer Consulting Resources is an “ISV” or “Independent Software Vendor”
specializing in software solutions on computers running versions of the Microsoft
Windows operating environment. We focus primarily on inventory control and
accounting solutions for small businesses, with a special interest in manufacturing
firms. We have been involved in the software industry (focusing on software for
inventory control and small business accounting) since 1977.
In recent years we have focused our efforts on software that is compatible with the
QuickBooks® product line from Intuit. Our firm is a Premier member of the Intuit
Developer Network. Our staff includes at least one Advanced Certified
QuickBooks ProAdvisor, as a part of our commitment to the QuickBooks® product
line.
With our detailed understanding of business accounting and inventory related issues
for small businesses and manufacturers, and our long experience in producing userfriendly software, our goal is to help you focus on your business rather than fighting
with the computer to make it do what you need.

Contact Us
The best way to contact us is via email at sales@ccrsoftware.com. We are always
willing to answer questions about our products, as well as to discuss custom software
solutions to business problems you may face.
You can also reach us by phone or by fax at (530) 231-5076. Please note that you
may find that you will get a quicker response via email.
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Glossary of Terms

Bill of Materials
In the simplest sense, a Bill of Materials (or BOM) is a list of items that are used to
manufacture another item, or an Assembly.

Build
In QuickBooks you assemble an item by issuing a "Build". This is a process by
which the program will take the component list for an inventory assembly,
decrement the appropriate quantity of each component, and increase the quantity of
the inventory assembly itself. QuickBooks itself can only perform a "single level"
build, just issuing the first level components of the inventory assembly. CCRQBOM
can also perform a "multiple level" build, where a build is issued for the inventory
assembly, and if any components are themselves inventory assemblies then an
additional build is issued for that assembly.

Component
This is an item that is included in the part list (BOM) for an Inventory Assembly.
There will be a quantity associated with this.

Custom Fields
QuickBooks provides this as a way of adding your own information to customers,
vendors, and items. You can define the fields in QuickBooks, or the integrated
application can define them.
There are limits to the number of custom fields that can be added.

First Level Component
An Inventory Assembly can be composed of Inventory Part items or other Inventory
Assembly items. These items, directly a part of the Inventory Assembly, are called
first level components. If one of these items is an Inventory Assembly, including
component items, then you have an additional level.
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Grid
A “Grid” is a spreadsheet-like view of information with columns and rows. You can
modify the layout (appearance) of a Grid, as described in the Working with Grids
chapter, and save that layout as the default view of the information by clicking on the
Save Options button.

Group
This is another kind of item which is similar to an Inventory Assembly, except that it
will always be broken down into it’s component parts when you add it to an invoice.
It can include other item types other than Inventory Assemblies and Inventory Items.

Inventory Assembly
An Inventory Assembly is one kind of item that you can manipulate in your
QuickBooks inventory list. This is a manufactured or purchased item that is
composed of multiple inventory part items or other inventory assemblies. It contains
a list of component items, which can also be called a Bill of Materials. In
QuickBooks the component items can only be inventory items or other inventory
assemblies.

Inventory Part
This would be a basic item that can be bought and sold, or used as a part of an
Inventory Assembly.

ISV
An “ISV” is an “Independent Software Vendor”. That is, a company that writes
software but that is independent of the major corporations like Microsoft. In the
context of QuickBooks, this would be a company that writes software that either
integrates with QuickBooks, or shares information with it in some fashion.

Mapped Drive
In Windows you can assign a drive letter to a folder on your local computer, or on
another computer or storage device. This is called “mapping” the drive. It is a simple
way to create a shortcut to a particular location.
You should not install any Computer Consulting Resources programs to a “mapped”
drive, as you may find that the program will not run correctly. The Microsoft .NET
Framework has built-in security features that require you to adjust your computer
settings to allow certain programs to run on a “mapped” drive.

Microsoft .NET Framework
This is a set of files that need to be installed on your computer to be able to run
QuickBooks and any application created by Computer Consulting Resources. It is a
common framework that many computer applications are built on. If you have
installed a 2008 or later US version of QuickBooks on your computer, the Microsoft
.Net Framework version 2.0 has already been installed. If you are installing a
Computer Consulting Resources application on a computer that has an older version
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of QuickBooks installed you may be told that this version of the .NET Framework
must be installed. Our installation program will take care of this for you.

QuickBooks Compatible Software
Your QuickBooks® company data is key to your business and contains information
that must be safeguarded. Intuit (the maker of QuickBooks®) protects your
information in several ways. One way is to limit how non-Intuit products can access
your company data file. A QuickBooks Compatible Software application is one that
is developed according to the standards set by Intuit, and that uses the programming
interface (the “SDK”) that they provide. This ensures that the application has the
appropriate permission to access your data. When a QuickBooks Compatible
Software application first tries to access your company data the QuickBooks program
will ask you if this is allowed, and under what circumstances.

SDK
This is a “Software Development Kit” – when talking about a QuickBooks®
application, this is a tool that a software developer uses to gain access to your
QuickBooks® company file.

Symbology
The “format” of a bar code – the characteristics of the bar code and how the
information is encoded into symbols that can be scanned by a bar code reader. You
will see names like “Code 39” or “Interleaved 2 of 5”. Each symbology has it’s
differences in what kinds of characters they can encode (some can work with only
numbers, for example) and what rules govern their formation (some are restricted to
the length of the characters, for example). Some industries require certain
symbologies. Scanners may only be able to read certain symbologies, so it is
important to match the hardware with the code being scanned.
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